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Abstract
This article explores theways a salient sectarian community division inNorthern Ireland frames the imagination of newcom-
ers and the experiences of asylum seekers and refugees. We examine the dominant ethno-national Christian communities
and how their actions define the social-spatial landscape and challenges of manoeuvring everyday life in Northern Ireland
as an ‘Other’. We argue all newcomers are impacted to some degree by sectarianism in Northern Ireland, adding a further
complexified layer to the everyday and institutional racism so prevalent in different parts of the UK and elsewhere. First,
we discuss the triangle of nation, gender and ethnicity in the context of Northern Ireland. We do so in order to problema-
tise that in a society where two adversarial communities exist the ‘Other’ is positioned differently to other more cohesive
national societies. This complication impacts how the Other is imagined as the persistence of binary communities shapes
theway local civil society engages vulnerable newcomers, e.g. in the instance of our research, asylum seekers and refugees.
This is followed by an examination of the situation of asylum seekers and refugees in Northern Ireland. We do so by con-
textualising the historical situation of newcomers and the socio-spatial landscape of the city of Belfast. In tandem with
this, we discuss the role of NGO’s and civil support organisations in Belfast and contrast these views with the experiences
of asylum seekers and refugees. This article is based on original empirical material from a study conducted in 2016 on the
experiences of asylum seekers and refugees with living in Northern Ireland.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, a heightened moral panic (Garland,
2008) has emergedwith respect to the so called, ‘refugee
crisis’, or as we suggest herein what is in fact, a ‘bor-
der crisis,’ a term which indicates a failure of particu-
lar nation states or supra-national organisations such as
the EU to respond ethically to conflict and the mass-
mobilisation of people from other regions. According
to Yuval-Davis and Vieten ‘This crisis is at the heart of
relationships between states and societies and to con-
structions of subjectivity and thus needs to be seen as
a doubly-related crisis of both governability and govern-
mentality’ (2018, p. 70). Triggered by different layers of
social, economic and political crises, the world has been
confronted by a backlash to cosmopolitan and multicul-
tural concepts of plural and diverse societies coupled
with a rise of far-right extremist political parties in dif-
ferent countries. One expression of this ideological shift
to a far-right populist ‘politics of fear’ (Wodak, 2015) is
a gendered moral panic in the form of blaming newly
arrived male refugees for crime, and in particular, for
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the physical and sexual harassment of white, Christian
women in European public spheres (Vieten, 2018). An-
chored in the current wave of far-right populisms and
the growth of extreme right parties this gendered con-
troversy confronts us with the legacy of Orientalism
(Said, 1978), mainstream anti-Muslim racism (Poynting
& Mason, 2006; Vieten, 2016) and—as far as Europe
is concerned—‘archives of European racisms’ (Vieten,
2011). As such, a number of critical questions, which in-
form our reflection herein, need urgent answering, for
example, how the ‘Other’ is imagined in different Eu-
ropean societies and what that means for the percep-
tion and welcoming of asylum seekers and refugees. Fur-
ther, a key question is what kind of learnings can we
glean from the situatedness and ideological dimension
of (gendered) othering from various societies across Eu-
rope? While continental Europe is mostly identified with
Europe (or enmeshed with the European Union), a sim-
ilar proxy exists when thinking of the United Kingdom
(UK) of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. People might
say the ‘UK’, but in fact what they have in mind is main-
land Britain (Scotland,Wales and England). When we say
‘Ireland’, the average European lay person might think
of another island, geographically (south and north), and
thereby might find it difficult to comprehend that there
is still a political space on the same island, ‘belonging’ to
the UK: Northern Ireland. This has become particularly
obvious during the Brexit crisis, with a clear lack of under-
standing of the relationship of Northern Ireland to both
the Republic of Ireland and Great Britain having become
startingly evident.
Despite its marginality, since 2016 Northern Ireland
has newly been the subject of much discussion and de-
bate in the UK, as well as received coverage by interna-
tional and European media. Largely, this has to be un-
derstood in the context of the UK/GB decision to leave
the EU. Underpinned by the political party strategy of
the Democratic Unionist Party (DUP), the dominant loy-
alist political party in Northern Ireland, has been in sup-
port of the British Prime Minister, Teresa May’s, Tory–
Conservativeminority government inWestminster, since
2017. At the time of writing, the political future of the
current Tory government is in turmoil. The decisive role
of the DUP connects to the model of consociational-
ism enshrined as political mandate in Northern Ireland
since 1998.
It is these complexities and the geographic focus of
Northern Ireland that informs this piece. As people living
in Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland, we be-
lieve that issues such as the rise of the far right, Brexit,
and the ongoing legacies of the Northern Ireland con-
flict impact asylum seekers and refugees’ everyday lives
in Northern Ireland in quite distinctive ways. However,
as social scientists living through and observing the in-
tersecting crises of conflict, displacement and the rise of
the far right, our aim in this article is to move beyond the
moral panics surrounding such crises in order to critically
examine how the particularities of Northern Ireland, es-
pecially the issue of sectarianism, present very specific
challenges for asylum seekers and refugees. We are also
concerned with how narratives of post-conflict and rec-
onciliation in Northern Ireland hamper deeper discus-
sion of these issues with respect to all people living on
the island of Ireland, established communities and new-
comers alike.
In the Northern Ireland context, questions with re-
spect to the notion of difference and the situation
of newcomers continually arise, specifically about the
ways in which social and political divides anchored in
sectarian mindsets impact newcomers to Northern Ire-
land. Key questions exist regarding the imprint and the
consequence of this differently anchored, extremely di-
visive, imagination of community, which does not re-
flect Anderson’s (1983) often cited notion of the ‘imag-
ined community’. Additionally, this connects to how
the meaning of gender, or intersectional positions, and
the imagination of the Other, unfold in different ways.
The research for this article took place in Belfast and
Derry/Londonderry1 in 2016 and we draw on this empir-
ical data for this article. Our research data was collected
through a commissioned research tender for the Racial
Equality Unit in Stormont (Office of the First and Deputy
First Minister), Northern Ireland. A steering group com-
prised of a number of charities and NGOs across North-
ern Ireland oversaw the research process for the dura-
tion of the project. This process of having regular meet-
ings with an advisory board anchored in civil society
provided revelatory insights into the challenges for this
sector in Northern Ireland, but also generated conver-
sations useful for our broader academic research. The
project was largely qualitative with a short quantitative
Northern Ireland wide survey targeting civil sector soci-
ety whose scope was to feed into the development of
a refugee integration strategy. Currently, Northern Ire-
land is one of the only jurisdictions in the UK which
does not have a refugee integration strategy (Murphy
& Vieten, 2017), and has been without a regional de-
volved government since January 2017. A refugee inte-
gration strategy was drafted from our research report,
but is, at the time ofwriting (March 2019), currently wait-
ing to be implemented due to the political stalemate in
Northern Ireland.
Herein, we argue that all newcomers, apart from the
established majority and minority communities are af-
fected by an ideological sectarian divide. Given the par-
ticular vulnerabilities of asylum seekers and refugees, es-
pecially as dedicated asylum housing is often located in
sectarian areas—we posit that the everyday lives of asy-
lum seekers and refugees are deeply entangled with the
vagaries of sectarianism and its associated politics.While
living in legal and economic limbo asylum seekers de-
pend on local institutional provisions, and everyday sec-
tarian culture impacts on their lives, often in unforeseen
ways. First, we review some conceptual debates on the
1 In the hegemonic language Derry is called Derry/Londonderry.
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notion of theOther, gender and the role of national imag-
inationwith respect toNorthern Ireland. Then,we briefly
talk about the spatial complexities of Belfast with respect
to the sectarian divide, social divisions, and highlight the
dearth of a holistic approach to combat race hate crimes.
Third, we contextualise the phenomenon of immigration
to Northern Ireland with a focus on migrants who have
fled persecution and war in their countries of origin and
illustrate how sectarianism and the imagination of the
Other framing perspectives of everyday life in Belfast.
In the fourth section, we present some of the findings
of our research. We concentrate here on the views of
service providers and activists of local NGOs supporting
asylum seekers and refugees and contrast these views
with the experiences of asylum seekers and refugees.We
conclude with some precautious remarks on what that
means to the temporary and situated ideological con-
struction of the (gendered) Other, e.g. with respect to
the situation of refugees in (Continental) Europe.
2. Imagining the Other: Ethnicity, Gender and ‘Nation’
in Northern Ireland
In their important discussion on cosmopolitanism,
Szerszynski and Urry (2002) also engage the concept
of nationalism positing that ‘the system of nation states
and national identities involved antagonism towards the
“stranger”, especially those strangers deemed to have
a different colour, creed or culture.’ (p. 462) Whereas
mainstream and male theorists of nationalism and the
modern nation state largely ignored the built-in ideolog-
ical function of gender (see, for example, Gellner, 1983;
Hobsbawm, 1992) feminist theorising (McClintock, 1995;
Yuval-Davis, 1997, 2011) on the relationship between
gender and nationalism has become more prominent
since the 1990s. Yuval-Davis’ (1997) seminal2 text ‘Gen-
der and Nation’ is pivotal to unpack these structures
as her analysis helps to understand contemporary con-
structions of gendered community boundaries in the
West, in Europe and beyond. Yuval Davis argues that
‘the woman’ is primarily identified with particular ethno-
national communities as motherhood carries the biolog-
ical and symbolic representation of the nation and be-
comes intertwined with a nation’s sense ofmorality and
honour. While referring to the Algerian war of indepen-
dence and the contested debates on the veil, then and
now, Calhoun (1997, p. 113) contemplates ‘more gener-
ally, it suggests reasons beyond simple patriarchy for the
tendency of nationalist movements so commonly to af-
firm masculinist practices rooted in traditional cultures
(see also Chatterjee, 1994).’ Erel (2018) proposes that
the gender conservative or even anti-gender rhetoric
of the far right and mainstream right parties is blurred,
and that social, cultural and national reproduction is
bounded to the way gendered and ethnic relations are
constructed, and how and why migrant families are po-
sitioned as Others. If we agree with Erel (2018), who
argues that ‘gender imagination of the nation have [sic]
been instrumental in reconciling contradictory aspects of
the nation’ (p. 174), what does this mean when applied
to the context of Northern Ireland, where the legacy of
the violent conflict, called the ‘Troubles’, posits two ad-
versarial ethno-national religious communities, vis a vis
other Others?
Rooney (2006, 2007) and other feminist scholars
(Hinds, 2014; Kennedy, Pierson, & Thomson, 2016;Ward,
2015) have analysed Northern Irelands’ conservative
gender regime which they posit impacts all relevant
public and semi-public spaces such as media, legisla-
tion (justice), policy, academia and politics. According to
Rooney (2007):
The invisibility of women in conflict narratives and
the absence of gender awareness in the transitional
context is core to understanding how women’s day-
to-day lives get left out of consideration in the con-
text of negotiations. The precarious role of women in
conflict discourses maintains the invisibility of gender
regimes operating within conflict scenarios. This pre-
carious role is vital to the sustenance of the narrative
fiction that conflicts are gender-free. (p. 98)
This ‘invisibility of gender regimes’ certainly impacts the
perception of difference and otherness. As we argue
here, ‘othering’, and the imagination of the Other, has
to be analysed differently as there is another ‘Other’ his-
torically constructed in the visibility of the ‘Other’ estab-
lished ethnonational collective in Northern Ireland so-
ciety. The ‘legacy’ of sectarian violent conflict and the
appeasement politics of consociationalism, focusing on
the two majority Christian ethno-national communities
in Northern Ireland, in effect, means that there is lack
of a cohesive understanding of one nation (Yuval-Davis
& Vieten, 2018). Nevertheless, even without having a co-
hesive narrative of a single nation, the (gendered) imagi-
nation of community boundaries in Northern Ireland op-
erates within a patriarchal frame policing female bod-
ies according to the normative assumptions of the two
intra-Christian ethno-national communities. Strict anti-
abortion laws and an anti-gay marriage consensus3 in
Northern Ireland (different to both Britain and the Re-
public of Ireland) are expressions of a gender regime
that assigns different expectations and social roles to
men and women. Intertwined with the persistence of
a sectarian split it seems therefore that gender is not
placed at the heart of male and mainstream debates
2 Farris’ (2017) work addresses the pitfalls of contemporary liberal feminism supporting mainstream anti-Muslim politics and policy, in France and the
Netherlands, for example. However, here we are discussing the symbolic positioning of ‘the woman’ as cultural boundary marker of a national imagi-
nation, and as belonging to specific ethno-national communities, which is more relevant to the situation in Northern Ireland.
3 The anti-gay marriage and homophobic political landscape of Northern Ireland means that Puar’s (2007) focus on ‘homo-nationalism‘ referring to an
ideological support of some members of gay communities for mainstream anti-Muslim discourses as it is growing in some countries is not the main
angle of our debate as far as Northern Ireland is concerned.
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on sectarianism and consociationalism. In consequence,
academia, policy and politics underestimate the ideolog-
ical function of hegemonicmasculinities and femininities
in containing the status quo of the sectarian political-
social landscape of Northern Ireland. This is the ideolog-
ical frame that shapes the relationships of established
communities and newcomers alike.
3. Northern Ireland and the Continuity of Sectarian
Tension: The Landscape of Belfast
The issue of sectarianism lingers long in the Northern
Ireland imagination, as does the political appeasement
constructed to comfort both ethno-national communi-
ties, post-1998, which is called consociationalism (Garry,
2012; O’Leary, 2005). Both concepts might be of less
interest abroad, but after the violent conflict called
The Troubles4, in 1998, the Good Friday Agreement set-
tled for a more peaceful outlook and cooperation be-
tween the two dominant ethno-national communities,
the Catholic Republicans, and the Protestant Unionists,
the latter loyal to the UK/GB and wishing to keep this
Union. As part of the 1998 Peace agreement, the citizen
rights of Catholics were ameliorated, and with consoci-
ationalism and anti-discrimination law institutionalised,
Northern Ireland now strives to establish parity between
the two communities. Interestingly, post-1998, Belfast
saw a rise in ghetto-like homogenous neighbourhoods
(Murtagh, 2011), as some ethno-national communities
prefer to live amongst one another. This restructuring of
the landscape, for example, in Belfast, created—either
on purpose or as a side effect—highly sectarian local
spaces across the city. O’Dowd and Komarova (2009, p. 7)
note, ‘The longevity of communal territories and their
boundaries, and of the struggles to control them, is tes-
timony to enduring significance of sectarian territorial-
ity in Belfast.’ Shirlow (2006) regards the social-spatial
segregation of Belfast as an ongoing rupture to a nor-
mal use of the city space for its urban citizens. In con-
sequence, the urban environment is defined by histori-
cally loaded group identities and so called ‘shared space’
is confined to inner city, mainly shopping miles and con-
sumerist, areas. By drawing on the work of Bell (1990)
and Boal (1996), Smyth and McKnight (2013, p. 307) de-
scribe the signifiers of post-Troubles community conflict
in everyday situations as follows:
Many ordinary activities, such as standing at spe-
cific bus-stops, using particular playgrounds or parks,
wearing specific school uniforms, football shirts, re-
membrance poppies or St Patrick’s Day colours,
all carry the potential of low level [sic] hostility
and conflict.
Everyday encounters with sectarianism might occur in
any local public space, and particularly in neighbour-
hoods where family and social life takes place as Smyth
and McKnight (2013) emphasise. These kind of everyday
life encounters shape housing and livelihood in more so-
cially deprived, working class areas in West and North
Belfast. That means that the spatial confrontation with
sectarian performance is classed and gendered and de-
pendent on where, and how you move through the city.
As indicated above ‘gender’ rather is absent in the North-
ern Ireland public discourse when it comes to the po-
litical business of sectarian parties and public debates
on violence. As such, the classed gender of sectarian ac-
tivities rarely is spelled out. A report in 2007 (cited in
Montague & Shirlow, 2014) showed that sectarian divi-
sions cost Northern Ireland £1.5 billion each year. Pre-
dominantly, these costs are associated with the rituals
of sectarian social identities (e.g. 13 Julymarches, 12 July
bond fires) and with this an ongoing adversarial commu-
nity organisation is creating immense economic, but also
social costs for the public.
Beyond the ‘cultural’ display of distinctive ethno-
national community identities in local public spaces, e.g.
flagging, July parades and bond fires, hate crime is an
ongoing issue. Here, sectarian violence is understood as
the violence enacted againstmembers of the established
two communities (e.g. Loyalist/Protestant and Republi-
can/Catholic), e.g. focusing on ‘religious’ divisions. By
contrast, race hate crime highlights a different quality of
attacks on ‘newcomers’: all Others, equally black people,
white or black EU citizens-migrants, refugees and asylum
seekers might be victims of those attacks. Further, trav-
ellers are mentioned in the Police Service of Northern
Ireland (n.d.) reports as a separate ethnic group, outside
of the two sectarian communities. These distinctions are
problematic as they sub-divide groups that are affected
by different forms of violence without looking at the
broader picture of a sectarian omni-presence. There is
very little research extant, to substantiate the links be-
tween religiously segregated places and racism (McVeigh
& Rolston, 2007; with respect to encounters of differ-
ence, Piekut & Valentine, 2017). The media, however,
has drawn a number of links between divided areas and
an increase in racism. This means that newcomers, and
this applies particularly to asylum seekers and refugees,
are fearful about being housed in certain areas evenwith-
out ever having visited them (Murphy & Vieten, 2017).
But it also means that it is difficult to talk about these
anxieties with service providers as long as sectarianism
is not accepted as an everyday issue affecting all new-
comers as much as established communities.
Belfast carries the legacy of ‘The Troubles’ and its vi-
olent conflict has distorted the urban landscape, making
it seemingly ill-equipped to manage the arrival of larger
4 The hegemonic term ‘The Troubles’ could be also read as euphemism. Catholics were institutionally discriminated in Northern Ireland, and the violent
conflict started after a peaceful demonstration for civil rights and the demand to end institutional discrimination of Catholics. Police attacked civilians,
and thereafter, from 1969 on and for three decades, military police and para-militaristic attacks on people in Northern Ireland, Ireland, England and
also Europe, defined the everyday life.
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scales of newcomers. The civil society and social fabric
continue to be defined by the legacy of the violent con-
flict and a politics that is centred on the appeasement of
the two dominant ethno-national-religious communities
whilst largely ignoring the place of gender in construct-
ing community boundaries inside, and against Others. In
the next section, we briefly contextualise immigration to
Northern Ireland with a focus on migrants who have fled
persecution and war in their countries of origin in the
20th and 21st Century.
4. Newcomers to Northern Ireland: EU Migrants and
Asylum Seekers
Though Northern Ireland largely appears as a white ho-
mogenous society—there are long established ethno-
national minority communities of Chinese (Delargy,
2007) and Indians (Delargy, 2008; Marger, 1989). Jews,
for example settled in Belfast in the 1860s, and Northern
Ireland has also welcomed boat people from Vietnam
(see for details Murphy & Vieten, 2017). However, it
is only since the Good Friday Agreement of 1998 that
Northern Ireland is regarded as a more peaceful soci-
ety (Brewer, 2010), and now attracts more immigrants
(Malischewski, 2016). Recent years have seen a larger
number of workers moving from the A8 countries (in par-
ticular Poland), post-2004, based on EU citizen freedom
rights (cross-bordermobility), as well as a higher number
of asylum seekers and refugees. Belfast hit the interna-
tional media headlines in 2005, following several racist
attacks on Roma in South Belfast. According to Russell
(2016), a higher number of Roma—estimated are about
1000 living in Northern Ireland—settled in Belfast, e.g.
particularly ‘in the Botanic Lower Ormeau areas of South
Belfast’ (2016, p. 14).
It is crucial therefore to recognise that Northern Ire-
land is now a culturally more diverse region. The ongoing
process of normalisation alsomeans that since the 2000s
asylum seekers consider staying in Northern Ireland.
Through the Vulnerable Persons Relocation Scheme Syr-
ian refugees have arrived as programme refugees to
make a new life in Belfast and Derry. In 2018, there
were approximately 700 asylum seekers living in North-
ern Ireland (mostly residing in Belfast), with an average
of 200–300 new applications per year. While this rep-
resents less than 1 per cent of the overall UK figures,
the accommodation of asylum seekers and refugees and
the ‘integration’ of the latter, nonetheless poses chal-
lenges for state policy, social institutions and employers
in Northern Ireland, particularly given Northern Ireland’s
status as a post-conflict/divided society. There is some
research on the spatial dimensions of settlement for asy-
lum seekers and refugees (Franklin, 2014). The areas in
which asylum seekers and refugees are housed impact
on access to employment and health, as well as broader
social networks with the host community and other
members of the asylum and refuge seeking community.
The spatial complexities of Northern Ireland are com-
pounded by its history. Belfast as a city with high levels of
spatial segregation as indicated above can be a complex
place for asylum seekers and refugees to live and settle in.
Often asylum seekers and refugees are housed in lower
quality housing in underprivileged areas with high levels
of segregation. In the context of Belfast, where there are
higher levels of National Asylum Support Service (NASS)
accommodation, South Belfast has become somewhat of
a hub for asylum seekers and refugees and also a num-
ber of civil society sector organisations supporting them
(see also Kerr, 2013). In summer 2018, a number of Syr-
ian refugees—part of the VPR Scheme—spoke publicly
about the alarming housing situation and racist attacks in
Belfast (Morris, 2018). ThoughNorth andWest Belfast of-
ten are referred to when speaking about sectarian neigh-
bourhoods it seems that South Belfast, too, hosts sectar-
ian and racist pockets that are notwelcoming to newcom-
ers (Roma/EU migrants, and Syrian refugees). In what
ways are asylum seekers and refugees affected by sectar-
ianism and sectarian omni-presence and racist violence
in Belfast? Do they feel as ‘theOther’ in Northern Ireland,
and what do service providers do in order to make them
feel more welcomed?
In the remaining part of the article we introduce
more details of the methodological approach, followed
by a discussion some of the findings.
5. Researching Difference
For this research, we conducted semi-structured inter-
views with 48 asylum seekers and refugees from ten dif-
ferent countries, including-Somalia, the Sudan, Kenya,
China, Zimbabwe, Kazakhstan, Sri Lanka, Nigeria, Iran
and Syria. Further we spoke to 50 members of the
NGO/Charitable sector and service providers (health, ed-
ucation, labour and housing) in Northern Ireland. Asylum
seekers and refugees interviewed have lived in Northern
Ireland from a period of three months—ten years (with
two having achieved naturalisation; full citizenship). We
interviewed both male and female asylum seekers and
refugees and conducted a mix of single and mixed gen-
der focus groups.
The spread of interviews across different kinds of
civil sector organisations—religious charities, volunteer
groups, and NGOs and service providers working in dif-
ferent spaces provided very clear and broad insights into
the supports extant for asylum seekers and refugees. Our
research approach was informed by the methodologi-
cal construct of intersectionality as well as the author’s
professional orientations as social scientists (a sociolo-
gist and an anthropologist). We used the notion of in-
tersectionality as a lens through which to analyse and
document the life worlds of refugees and asylum seekers
in Northern Ireland. We posit that the feminist concept
of ‘intersectionality’ (Crenshaw, 1991; McCall, 2005; Vi-
eten, 2008) provides a critical conceptual and method-
ological toolbox through which to analyse a plurality of
individual subjectivities whilst also shedding light on the
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structural order of social inequality. The most relevant
analytical entry points for us as researchers were the
overlapping social divisions which include: nationality, le-
gal status, gender/sex, sexuality, class, religion, ethnic-
ity/race; age and location. The two field sites were cho-
sen for different reasons: Belfast is home to the largest
number of asylum seekers and refugees in Northern Ire-
land and is a city that continues to be highly segregated
along religious and national lines with Protestant and
Catholic communities often living in distinct areas in the
city (McNulty, 2016). Belfast also has a larger number
of voluntary sector organisations working with asylum
seekers and refugees, and this facilitated contact with re-
search participants. We also undertook some short field
visits to Derry/Londonderry and Craigavon as there are a
growing number of asylum seekers and refugees located
there (McNulty, 2016). Derry/Londonderry, in terms of
its proximity to the Republic of Ireland and the Irish bor-
der, also provided some interesting data specifically re-
lated to the challenges of living so close to a border. We
used a process of grounded theory to analyse our inter-
views and focus groups utilising both inductive and de-
ductive techniques. Such a process permitted patterns of
data to be identified through reading and re-reading of
texts, allowing both descriptive and analytical accounts
of asylum seekers and refugees lives in Northern Ireland
to be developed. According toMalischewski (2013), who
conducted a small-scale study in Northern Ireland (on
asylum seekers and refugees), the perceived homogene-
ity of groups poses oneof themain challenges of this kind
of research. She argues (2013, p. 6) that:
The Northern Irish case presents a dramatic exam-
ple of social division, one in which the question of
‘what’ refugees and asylum seekers are integrating
into is particularly poignant. Indeed, though sectarian-
ism plays an overarching role in dividing society, other
factors such as age, gender, class, race, and ethnicity
also contribute to social positioning and division.
It is this argument of intersectional social divisions that
inflected our study of the particular situation and experi-
ences of asylum seekers and refugees inNorthern Ireland
in 2016.
6. Conversations with Civil Society
A particular aspect of our original research was to exam-
ine the role of civil sector society and state bodies in the
support and integration of asylum seekers and refugees.
Northern Ireland is home to a large body of NGOs and
volunteer groups, some of this is a legacy of the conflict
in Northern Ireland. State supports for asylum seekers
and refugees are in line with broader supports in the
UK, even thoughNorthern Ireland remains outside of the
broader system of dispersal. Beyond measuring the sta-
tus quo of service delivery, our research went deeper, in
terms of discussions with civil sector organisations and
service providers on some of the very specific challenges
that Northern Ireland, as a post-conflict society, presents
for asylum seekers and refugees. Some of these discus-
sions, were unsurprisingly, revealing of how issues of
sectarianism impact on the perception of asylum seek-
ers and refugees. While a number of our research par-
ticipants spoke openly about this, others asked for their
comments on this topic to be anonymized as they did
not want to be identified in their workplace as someone
openly discussing this particular issue. Invariably, in all
of our interviews the issue of sectarianism arose, even
though it was not one of our formal questions in our
interview schedule. In some cases, it went as far as re-
spondents denying the idea that Northern Ireland’s ex-
perience of sectarianismwas in anyway impactful on asy-
lum seekers and refugees. With one NGO worker stating:
I do not believe sectarianism impacts on asylum seek-
ers and refugees. I’d like to see how Belfast compares
to somewhere like Glasgow, which is also a sectarian
city. Or even, how does it compare to the experience
of asylum seekers and refugees living in an underpriv-
ileged area of Dublin? No, I don’t think sectarianism
is something that comes into play in asylum seekers
and refugees’ experiences here in Belfast. (NGO Pro-
fessional, 2016)
As we show in this article and elsewhere (Murphy &
Vieten, 2017), asylum seekers and refugees themselves
frequently point to how the particularities of Northern
Ireland as a post conflict, sectarian society impacts their
everyday. What we call—‘the sectarian omnipresence’
shapes expectations of relationships, and possibilities to
move safely through space.
The everyday life experiences of asylum seekers and
refugees are affected foremost when confronted with
spatial segregation. It results in no-go areas, or as far
as housing and neighbourhoods are concerned anxieties
of asylum seekers and refugees of where to live, and
at best stay in South Belfast, where most of the local
ethnic networks are located, near Queen’s University
Belfast. Given the pressure on the housing system, this is
not always possible and so asylum seekers and refugees
find themselves living right across the city. The reasons
why newcomers, and particularly asylum seekers choose
South Belfast are complex and related among others to
this area being perceived as a ‘mixed’ neighbourhood,
more multicultural-with different communities of stu-
dents and visible internationals living near Queen’s Uni-
versity and in the Botanic Quarter. This neighbourhood
has become somewhat of a hub for asylum seekers and
refugees and also a number of civil society sector organ-
isations supporting them (see also Kerr, 2013).
The assumption that it is difficult for visibly different
refugees to settle in certain neighbourhoods is an idea
perpetuated by host community members as much as by
anyone else. As one female research participant articu-
lates it:
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We had a friend actually who was	saying	who lived in
north Belfast, his dad was really old. And he was say-
ing to me if my area was okay for you, I would have
given you my daddy’s house for the time being until
you get a permanent home, which was very kind of
him. But then he said people might not receive you
around there so I don’t want to cause you problems.
So he couldn’t give us that house. And also he had a
landlord who had a nice apartment in north Belfast
which was manageable. Their rent was reasonable.
But I did not want to change the school. And then
he said the colour might cause a problem when the
children come back from school.	The colour of the uni-
form. (Sudanese refugee, L.)
The projection of a sectarian threat (the sectarian omni-
presence) is running through these lines. Our interview
partner perceived North Belfast with its majority of sec-
tarian Loyalists and as a white working-class neighbour-
hood as being more adversarial towards asylum seekers
than other neighbourhoods in Belfast. It might be strik-
ing, too, that themeaning of ‘colour’ with respect to ‘uni-
forms’ is introduced here as even more threatening than
‘colour’ of the skin as everyday racism. While anecdo-
tal, what L says, in effect means that alternative sources
of accommodation become unavailable due to sectarian-
ism and racism. As a female black refugee, L’s testimony
is echoed in other strands of our research. Living alone
with her children as a single mother whilst facing the
challenges of being housed in a sectarian area was an is-
sue a number of our other female research participants
pointed to. Our research highlighted that asylum seek-
ers are subject to multiple, often indiscriminate house
moves which creates further instability for their families.
The intersecting positions with respect to gender/sex (fe-
male), race (black), legal status (seeking asylum) and be-
ing a parent (mother) shapes possibilities of movement
and settlement, even if it is temporarily. The issue of
walking through sectarian areas clad in a religious school
uniform of the wrong orientation was flagged in a num-
ber of our interviews by mothers fearful of what might
happen to their children if deemed ‘Catholic’ in a loyal-
ist area or vice versa, ‘Protestant’ in a republican area.
A number of our research participants were in fact sin-
gle mothers and therefore, subject to both the everyday
structural violence of mothering alone in a conservative
society as well as being forced to live in substandard asy-
lum accommodation in sectarian and often, conflictual
spaces. In Northern Ireland, and in line with other UK
jurisdictions, accommodation is decentralised, and asy-
lum seekers live in a variety of privately rented flats or in
social housing. The Northern Ireland Housing Executive
runs an extra funded program (Refugee Floating Support)
to ease ‘the transition to a more permanent relation-
ship to Northern Ireland’ (Murphy & Vieten, 2017). As
accommodation for asylum seekers in Northern Ireland
is funded through the NASSmoving into accommodation
is dependent on the stage of the asylum application. If
granted refugee status people have to move out from
provided accommodation during a 28-day period. But,
what does this meanwhen trying to establish bonds with
members of local communities?
Another male research participant shared with us
how sectarianism has impacted his ability to settle in
Belfast:
It does affect me because, especially because now
for me, I have a child with an Irish woman…because
she wouldn’t go to Protestant areas, which limits my
movement with my daughter, to wherever I want to
go and definitely, it affects me too much,	because
I used to and I stay in…a lot.	Like if I go looking for
a house now, she’s not happy because of where I’m
going to take, do you know what I mean? (Kenyan
Refugee, M.)
When thinking of relationships that develop, or in M’s
case, finding love, making a home and starting a family
with a child, the effects of the sectarian omni-presence
becomes an everyday issue. As soon as newcomers set-
tle down and come to know individuals from ‘local’ set-
tled communities they are all too often confronted with
prominent ethno-national divisions.
These testimonies, and there were more of them,
largely stand in contrast to what service providers pre-
sented to us. The claim that sectarianism does not make
a place quite uniquely different or less tolerant was one
that we met with frequently from civil sector profession-
als over the course of our research. In the case of the
NGO professional cited above, his broader denial of the
role that sectarianism plays in shaping asylum seekers
and refugees’ experiences of Northern Ireland also ex-
tended into a gender blindness regarding the specific ex-
periences of male and female refugees. When attempt-
ing to unpick the problematics of his rather ideological
stance, our conversations with him ended abruptly. This
gender blindness emerged a number of times in differ-
ent conversationswith some of our (male andwhite) civil
sector research participants. It was also very visible in
issues pertaining to health and employment as well as
child care provision. Many of our female asylum seeker
and refugee research participants highlighted issueswith
the use of male interpreters (or in a number of cases, fa-
thers and sons were asked to do this) during their inter-
actions in hospitals. This is an issue we broached with a
number of civil society groups, in some instances, only
to be told that this had been addressed and dealt with a
number of years ago. In practice, however, our research
found that this was often not the case andwomen, in par-
ticular, were being put into possible spaces of discomfort,
even fear/risk with the inappropriate use of male inter-
preters around female health issues. This blindness also
extended into other spaces with educational or employ-
ment training providers not always understanding the
needs of women, in particular single mothers, around
child care. This issue, however, is something which the
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civil sector groups we worked with were seeking to rem-
edy to the best of their abilities. Questions of funding
or a lack thereof continually blight the provision of such
necessary elements of services for asylum seekers and
refugees, and our research found that, it was female asy-
lum seekers and refugees that are often most adversely
impacted by such issues.
Such intersections between sectarianism and gender
blindness make for a complex picture for many of our re-
search participants. While a number of our civil sector
research participants were acutely aware of these chal-
lenges, other interviewees argued that it was not sectari-
anism but rather a deeply anchored, all pervasive culture
of mistrust which impacted most the experience of asy-
lum seekers and refugees in such communities:
One of the main issues in these communities is that
people are still afraid, years of not being able to trust
nearby neighbours, it’s probably normal that people
still havenot learnedhow to trust one another or even
newcomers. (Health Professional)
In addition to the question of trust was the notion
that Northern Ireland needs a better way of defining
and operationalising the notion of integration-onewhich
does notmake invisible people’s presence rather instead,
would work to embrace diverse values and ideals out-
side of the parameters of the so-called ‘two community’
worldview:
We have to respect people’s cultures, traditions, and
their reasons to come here and we have to respect
their languages. We don’t want them to become
white Catholics or white Protestants. We want them
to bewhat they are and recognise and value their con-
tribution to our society. (Health sector professional)
The service providers we spoke to, defined the idea in
their own terms and language and then connected it
to what they saw as the main issues for ‘integration’
in Northern Ireland. A recurring theme in our inter-
views was the issue of what exactly asylum seekers and
refugees were being asked to integrate into in Northern
Ireland, especially given the ongoing challenge of sectar-
ianism. One voluntary sector professional outlined the
challenges as follows:
There are still certain areaswhere they don’t have any
respect for anybody who is of difference. They don’t
even respect their own. So, like there is a big divide
between Catholics and Protestants. Then on top of
that they have other issues with migrant and refugee
and the very well settled BME communities like In-
dian, Chinese, Jewish, Pakistani community who have
been here from 1940s and they’re very well settled.
(Voluntary sector professional)
Implicitly, however, this very clear boundary drawing is
also responsible for positioning the ‘Other’ (all Others),
as static and bounded, outside of the integration imagi-
nary (if such a thing can be said to exist). Though the lo-
cal conditions in Belfast and Derry/Londonderry are very
distinctive (Murphy & Vieten, 2017), the overarching pic-
ture was that the omnipresence of sectarianism and as-
sociated social-spatial divisions frames a principal bound-
ary between established communities and newcomers,
e.g. asylum seekers and refugees.
7. Concluding Remarks
The construction of difference, and therefore, pro-
cesses of othering, are historically situated (Vieten, 2012;
Vieten & Valentine, 2016) and have to be contextualised
in terms of particular geo-political spaces. In this arti-
cle, we have discussed the ways in which the Northern
Ireland legacy of conflict and sectarianism continually im-
prints public and political discourse (e.g. consociational-
ism) and shapes everyday life, particularly that of asy-
lum seekers and refugees. It is these striking linkages be-
tween a culture of distrust and constructs of othering
across space and time that we have found in our study.
High levels of community and domestic violence, unem-
ployment and poverty have created a legacy of mistrust
that constitutes a driving force in generating suspicion of
the Other. This intertwined with a layering of different
kinds of invisibilities means the position of asylum seek-
ers and refugees in Northern Ireland is highly precarious.
While this is similar in other nation-states, in Northern
Ireland this is a precarity heightened by sectarian divi-
sions and gender blindness. For many of the female asy-
lum seekers and refugees whomwe interviewed this pre-
carity is further compounded by a lack of understand-
ing of their positionality-cultural, social and economic.
Unlike other European countries, Northern Ireland hosts
only a small numbers of asylum seekers and refugees,
and as such, the gendered moral panic so visible in other
nation-states has not become central to themain debate
on asylum and refuge. Quite the opposite, for better or
worse, the absence of gender in approaches to contem-
porary policy and politics means that ‘the Muslim male
Other’ has not received populist far-right attention, so
far, however, race crime onMuslim groups has increased
in Northern Ireland. As argued elsewhere (Yuval-Davis &
Vieten, 2018) there is not (yet) an established imagina-
tion of one cohesive and uniting political community that
constructs itself against the Other. Sectarianism and the
political framework of consociationalism (Angelov, 2004)
shape how everyday life as well as policy and governance
are organised in Northern Ireland (McGarry & O’Leary,
2006; see for a detailed critique Kennedy et. al., 2016).
We do not know yet in what ways post-Brexit Northern
Irelandmight see a shift in this regard as an increase in ar-
ticulations of xenophobia and social distress will further
impact the perception of the ‘other’ e.g. the welcoming
or rejection of asylum seekers and refugees in future.
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